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Abstract

In her influential 1988 paper, Situated Knowledges,
Donna Haraway uses vision and perspective as a metaphor
to discuss scientific knowledge. Today, egocentric computer
vision discusses many of the same issues, except in a lit-
eral vision context. In this short position paper, we col-
lapse that metaphor, and explore the interactions between
feminist epistemology and egocentric CV as “Egocentric
Epistemology.” Using this framework, we argue for the
use of qualitative, human-centric methods as a complement
to performance benchmarks, to center both the literal and
metaphorical perspective of human crowd workers in CV.

1. Introduction

In Computer Vision (CV), egocentric vision is meant
very literally: processing imagery taken from a camera on a
human [7], robot [19], animal [18] or car [24]. This mode of
data collection creates many challenging scientific and engi-
neering problems, particularly because unlike photography-
based CV, where the camera is outside the scene and im-
agery is taken deliberately, egocentric data comes from a
camera within the scene, captured automatically [1, 11].

In this paper, however, we consider egocentric vision
more metaphorically and think about its theoretical founda-
tions, particularly its epistemology — its theory of knowl-
edge and knowing. We believe that ongoing crises regard-
ing bias, unfairness and injustice throughout artificial intel-
ligence [20] motivate critical epistemological investigation.
In other words, we may be able to avoid problems related
to bias, unfairness and injustice by developing a more ro-
bust theory of what we know about the functionality of our
models and algorithms and how we know it.

We believe there is a natural theoretical match for ego-
centric CV in feminist1 epistemology, particularly Donna
Haraway’s theory of situated knowledges [14]. This match
is interesting because Haraway uses vision as a metaphor to
talk about science. By collapsing this metaphor, we arrive

1By feminist, we refer to the philosophical tradition which emerges
from feminist studies. We are not discussing sexism in computer vision.
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Figure 1. Just as egocentric CV places the camera in the scene, we
propose placing evaluation among the research participants.

at a natural fit for the technical reality of egocentric vision:
just as egocentric vision moves the camera into the scene,
an egocentric epistemology would move evaluation into the
world of our participants, yielding epistemic power to them.

2. Situated Knowledges

In an influential 1988 paper [14], Donna Haraway dis-
cusses scientific objectivity and its fraught relationship with
feminism. Many of the central questions of feminist theory
involve questioning scientific “facts” — particularly those
about women and their inferiority to men. Some femi-
nists cite these conflicts as justification to throw out scien-
tific inquiry itself as biased, but Haraway disagrees. She
does not want a feminist critique of science to serve as
“one more excuse for [feminists] not learning any post-
Newtonian physics.” Instead, she seeks to find a feminist
way of thinking which admits both real scientific knowl-
edge as well as arguments against sexist findings.

To reconcile these perspectives, Haraway employs vision
as a metaphor. She observes that science, when it separates
a “view” of the world from the way that it was captured,
performs a “god trick” — pretending that an observer’s lim-
ited view can actually see everything from an omniscient
god’s-eye view. But all vision — human, animal or ma-
chine — is actually situated, limited and partial. We can-
not see distant stars, bacteria or atoms as they truly are; we
can only see them as they are captured by cameras, tele-



scopes or other sensors and processed through data analy-
sis systems to produce images designed specifically for our
eyes. In other words, humans and our hybrid technological-
biological vision systems are always part of the universe
observing itself. Haraway argues that acknowledging the
embodied and situated reality of our vision does not make
the science we do on it subjective or relative, but actually
makes it more objective because we acknowledge the real-
ity of our knowledge production. In Haraway’s words: “In-
finite vision is an illusion, a god trick...We need to learn in
our bodies, endowed with primate color and stereoscopic
vision, how to attach the objective to our theoretical and
political scanners...Objectivity turns out to be about partic-
ular and specific embodiment and definitely not about the
false vision promising transcendence of all limits and re-
sponsibility. The moral is simple: only partial perspective
promises objective vision. All Western cultural narratives
about objectivity are allegories of the ideologies governing
the relations of what we call mind and body, distance and
responsibility. Feminist objectivity is about limited location
and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and split-
ting of subject and object. It allows us to become answer-
able for what we learn how to see.”

Haraway’s position is not an attack on scientists, who
typically acknowledge the limitations of their instruments
and methods. Rather it is a critique of industry, government
and the public, who perform god tricks when they treat the
findings of scientists as completely true, detached from the
limitations of their research methods.

3. Two God Tricks in CV
Traditional CV engages in two different kinds of god

tricks. First, it treats sets of images as objective recordings
of reality, detached from the cameras and photographers
who take them and the researchers who assemble them.
Second, it treats its knowledge about the performance of
models and algorithms as objective truth, separate from the
data and methods which allow us to evaluate them.

The combination of these two practices has had horri-
ble consequences with respect to bias and injustice in CV.
Algorithms which are purported to be objective and neu-
tral reflect a dominant American cultural perspective which
exists both in their training data, as well as in the academic-
industrial research system which produces the models and
algorithms [8]. Many CV systems have substantial limita-
tions: they are only ever approximately correct, only have
limited knowledge of the world and faithfully reproduce the
biases, both good and bad, of their training data [5].

While researchers often identify these limitations, the
science enterprise and broader public have been conditioned
by futureological interpretations of science fiction to treat
these systems as simultaneously human-like [16] and om-
niscient, indulging the dreams of the military intelligence-

industrial complex [23]. Unfortunately, in pursuit of re-
search funding and employment, CV researchers are not
incentivized to acknowledge the limitations of their work
[13]. The problem is not the existence of limitations, but
the way the research system performs a god trick and trans-
forms algorithmic tools which provide situated, uncertain
knowledge about the world into arbiters of objective truth.
For example, a system designed to recognize faces which
systematically misidentifies nonwhite and nonmale faces
[5] is not inherently harmful. Rather it could become harm-
ful when its high accuracy is equated with objectively good
performance, justifying its use in production systems.

3.1. Egocentric Vision Avoids the First God Trick

Like Haraway believes there is a way to criticize bias
in science without rejecting scientific knowledge, we be-
lieve there is a way to criticize bias in CV without rejecting
knowledge about technical performance. Egocentric CV is
naturally suited towards this reconciliation because it avoids
the first god trick: egocentric images are messy: the cam-
eras shake and scenes are often partially obscured. The im-
ages usually contain hands [2] and sometimes include other
observers who have their own cameras [10]. In contrast,
images taken by human photographers usually come from
outside the scene they depict. They are well-framed, with
objects un-occluded. The photographer can control expo-
sure time and focal length to best represent the scene [17].
Counter-intuitively, egocentric images are often more ob-
jective, less authored, views of a scene because they avoid
the god trick of the photograph. They depict the world more
like it appears to a particular human, not the way a photog-
rapher believes it should be depicted.

But egocentric vision still takes part in the second god
trick. We treat evaluations using quantitative metrics on
benchmark datasets as true, a view from above which
provides objective evaluation of the relative strengths and
weaknesses of our models. However, our performance met-
rics are more like a photographers’ camera: they are de-
signed by CV researchers, sometimes the same researchers
designing the models under evaluation. Those researchers
make numerous decisions regarding the collection and cura-
tion of the data, and define what good performance means,
with their own external goals and applications in mind. This
approach is not objective, but that is not a bad thing! Just as
there is no digital image without a camera or sensor to cap-
ture it, there is no problem statement or dataset without a
human author and underlying motive. To some extent that is
good — our motives for proposing vision problems ground
them in reality and make their solutions valuable. But the
task definition overwrites the normative perspective of the
person wearing the camera with that of the researchers.



3.2. Avoiding the Second God Trick

In the same way that egocentric vision avoids the first
god trick by situating cameras on human bodies, it can
avoid the second god trick by situating the evaluation pro-
cess in human experience. Human evaluation has precedent
in an earlier period of CV research before the rise of large
datasets, when research papers would demonstrate effec-
tiveness by showing sample image results [13]. But rather
than leave evaluation to the judgments of conference re-
viewers, we propose collecting evaluations from the same
people who provide our training data.

To envision what an egocentric epistemology might look
like, we can look to the social sciences. Methods grounded
in this tradition are typically qualitative and ethnographic,
studying humans by entering their social worlds. These
methods are not new to computing: feminist and poststruc-
turalist approaches are being explored in HCI [3] and in data
science [9]. However, we cannot follow HCI and center the
user in CV because our algorithms might be used in many
different user-facing applications, or in applications with-
out human users at all. So rather than center the user, we
advocate for centering the crowd workers who collect our
data.

To envision what this approach would look like, we turn
to secondary literature which operationalizes Haraway’s
theory. Bhavnani [4] proposes three criteria:

1. Reinscription: Does the research method portray the
participants as passive and powerless, or does it recast
them as active agents?

2. Micropolitics: Does the research engage with the polit-
ical relationships between researcher and participant?

3. Difference: Does the research engage with differences
in perspective between participants?

We can apply these principles to CV evaluation. For ex-
ample, in the context of activity recognition on an Epic
Kitchens-style dataset [7] we could evaluate several activ-
ity detectors by returning to the initial participants captured
on video, demonstrate various activity recognition models,
discuss how they interpret the participants’ behaviors and
select a “state of the art.” This fits Bhavnani’s criteria:

1. Reinscription: Treat crowd workers as active agents in
the research work, rather than passive data producers.

2. Micropolitics: Acknowledge the power differential be-
tween researchers and crowd workers, and yield gov-
ernance over the modeling process to those workers.

3. Difference: When participants disagree with each
other or with researchers about evaluation, it can teach
us about the nuances of the task, and is not just noise.

Of course, going back to the same initial crowd work-
ers every time we propose a new model architecture is im-
practical. Such an approach does not scale with the fast
pace of vision research. CV researchers are also not social
scientists, and should not have to retrain to carry out our
own research. But returning to participants once or twice
after collecting data can be a valuable supervisory signal,
and counteract the unequal power dynamics involved in data
collection in CV [8, 22]. We encourage collaborating with
scholars who have qualitative research training when work-
ing with human subjects to remain systematic and impartial.

While this kind of research is qualitative, it can be highly
rigorous. Sometimes participants might say, “well that
looks wonderful!” or “no, I dont think computers should
do that.” While these are legitimate answers, they are ulti-
mately unhelpful. Forcing participants to choose between
two alternatives is also unhelpful: we want to know the
problems with those alternatives and why they matter. We
will often find by talking to people that the problem we are
trying to address is not a helpful problem to solve, or that
a less technically demanding method is actually more help-
ful. These are productive research findings! While they
do not generate scientific advances in our modeling work,
they help us avoid wasting time, effort and GPU-hours on
unhelpful problems. Counter-intuitively, by taking part in
seemingly inefficient, human-centric research, we can actu-
ally make our technical work more impactful, and teach our
students to think critically about modeling tasks.

4. An Example: Aesthetic Quality Assessment
Driven by these concerns, we have recently investigated

taking an egocentric epistemology in the evaluation of a
non-egocentric CV problem: aesthetic quality assessment
(AQA), or the task of determining whether a photograph is
high or low aesthetic quality. Over the past decades, bench-
marked performance on the Analysis of Visual Aesthetics
(AVA) dataset [21] has increased steadily, but it remains un-
certain whether these models detect aesthetic quality or con-
founding stylistic factors [12]. To ground evaluation for this
problem in the aesthetic experience of human participants,
we designed a smartphone-based camera interface without
a shutter button. Photos are taken when the response of an
AQA model exceeds an adaptive threshold.

In ongoing research, we are conducting a series of semi-
structured user testing sessions with our interface and four
candidate models, inspired by feature and model architec-
tures used over the history of AQA. Participants explore the
similarities and differences between models while walking
around a public space, seeing which models capture pic-
tures of which objects and scenes. At the end, we review the
photos taken by each model, and ask participants to evaluate
the models’ strengths and weaknesses. These sessions have
been highly informative, revealing the biases of each model



towards specific patterns, objects or compositions. Further,
these sessions have allowed users to give critical feedback
on the problem formulation and its assumptions. These as-
pects are often left unquestioned except by coauthors and
peer reviewers. Counter-intuitively, by engaging in human-
centric evaluation, we end up with an approach to evaluation
which is less limited by the views of CV researchers.

5. Conclusion
In this position paper, we have discussed Donna Har-

away’s theory of situated objectivity. We have identified
two ways that CV uses “god tricks” to pretend to see the
world from nowhere. Egocentric cameras avoid one but fall
victim to the other, so we propose an egocentric epistemol-
ogy which returns evaluation to the site of data collection.

Adopting human-centric methods in egocentric vision is
only a first step towards a foundation for CV which pre-
empts problems related to bias and injustice. No amount of
talking to human participants matters unless we believe and
act on what they have to say. Additionally, if we only en-
gage with certain kinds of participants (such as the WEIRD
participants of psychology [15]), our knowledge will be
limited to the perspectives of the people we approach. Giv-
ing our participants evaluation power over the modeling
process is a step towards counteracting larger problems re-
lated to power and surveillance in CV [6], but developing
a model using ethical research methods does not guarantee
that applications of that model are ethical. Still, we encour-
age further discussion of power dynamics in CV and ways
that we can adjust our research methods to preempt future
issues related to bias and injustice in our discipline.
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